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Migration of earthquakes with a small stress
drop in the Tanzawa Mountains, Japan
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Abstract

A cluster of earthquake activity took place beneath the Tanzawa Mountains at a depth of 20 km during the end of
January 2012. The activity began at 22:39 UT on January 27 and included 78 earthquakes with magnitudes of 2.0
and greater within the span of 50 h. Five of them had magnitudes greater than 4.0, and the largest one was a M5.4
earthquake. We relocated the hypocenters by using the double-difference method and characterized their
migrations away from the first earthquake of the cluster activity. The migration was consistent with fluid diffusion
and had a similar speed to that of non-volcanic tremors and of induced earthquakes caused by water-injection
experiments. We then analyzed stress drops for 16 earthquakes of M3.5 and greater that occurred from July 2003 to
June 2012 in the area of the cluster activity. Earthquakes that occurred before and after the cluster activity had
typical and stable values of stress drop. This is consistent with structural studies indicating the existence of little
fluid in the region. In contrast, the cluster activity included earthquakes with significantly small stress drops. The
leading hypothesis is that the cluster activity was associated with a decrease in the shear strength due to an
increase in pore pressure, and this can explain both the migration of hypocenters and the small stress drops
associated with the cluster activity. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that earthquakes before and after
the cluster activity had similar values of stress drop, thus suggesting that the activity was triggered by a different
mechanism from the other earthquakes in the same region. The most plausible explanation is that there is a little
fluid in the closed system beneath the Tanzawa Mountains that is undetectable by structural observations.
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Background
A cluster of earthquake activity took place in 2012
beneath the Tanzawa Mountains in Japan at a depth of
20 km. In order to investigate what caused the activity,
we relocated the hypocenters and estimated stress drops
of the earthquakes involved in the cluster activity as well
as the values of other earthquakes before and after the
activity in the same region. We characterized the migra-
tion of the hypocenters and found that earthquakes
during the cluster activity included earthquakes with
smaller values of stress drop. Herein, we discuss possible
causes of the activity, as well as relationships to the
tectonic characteristics and the velocity structure of the
source region.
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Seismicity and tectonics in the Tanzawa Mountains
The Tanzawa Mountains in Japan is located in the
Izu-Honshu collision zone, where the Izu-Bonin arc
on the Philippine Sea plate has been colliding with
Honshu Island on the Okhotsk and Amur plates
(Fig. 1; Arai and Iwasaki 2014, 2015). Several tectonic
faults have developed in this region, and the seismi-
city is very high (Fig. 2). Most earthquakes in the
region have reverse-faulting focal mechanisms, which
is consistent with the stress condition due to the collision
(Terakawa and Matsu’ura 2010). In addition, the 1923
Kanto earthquake MW 7.9 ruptured the interface on the
subducting Philippine Sea plate and the northwestern tip
of the rupture was located beneath the Tanzawa
Mountains (Kobayashi and Koketsu 2005).
Yukutake et al. (2012) investigated the detailed distri-

bution of hypocenters and focal mechanisms beneath
the Tanzawa Mountains. Focal mechanisms of earth-
quakes associated with the cluster activity in January
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Fig. 1 Tectonic setting of the Tanzawa Mountains. The Philippine Sea plate is subducting in the north-west direction beneath the Amur plate in
this region at a rate of 30 to 50 mm per year, as indicated by the black arrow (Seno et al. 1993; Wei and Seno 1998). Black broken lines indicate
the surface depth of the Philippine Sea plate (Hirose et al. 2008a, 2008b; Nakajima et al. 2009). Black lines on land show surface traces of active
faults (Research Group for Active Faults of Japan 1991). Squares show seismic stations used for the hypocenter relocation, and triangles indicate
active volcanoes
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2012 were consistent with the results of Yukutake et al.
(2012), as well as the tectonic stress field (Terakawa and
Matsu’ura 2010). Figure 3 shows hypocenters of earth-
quakes with magnitudes of 2.0 and greater in the
Tanzawa Mountains from 2000 to 2012 that were
detected by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).
The data indicate that the cluster activity in January
2012 was unique from the viewpoint of earthquake magni-
tudes in that the activity included several earthquakes
with magnitudes around 5. Figure 3 also shows that
the hypocenters of earthquakes involved in the cluster
activity were located within areas with constantly high
seismicity.
In this paper, we focused on the January 2012 clus-

ter activity in the area with constantly high seismicity
and investigated the migration and stress drops of
earthquakes.

Studies on seismicity and stress drop
Seismicity and its spatiotemporal change provide us with
information about the physical conditions in seismo-
genic regions. Dieterich (1994) related the rate of
earthquake generation to the applied stressing history
through the rate- and state-dependent friction law and
derived general formula for estimating the stressing
history from the observed seismicity. Toda et al. (2002)
applied the formula to the 2000 Izu Islands earthquake
swarm and estimated the stressing rate. They concluded
that the obtained stressing rate was consistent with
magma intrusion into a vertical dyke rather than ground
water diffusion. These results were mainly obtained from
the temporal change of seismicity. Studies on spatial
change of seismicity include the following papers. Ando
and Imanishi (2011) investigated the seismicity between
the MW 7.3 earthquake on March 9, 2011 (foreshock) and
the MW 9.0 Tohoku-oki earthquake on March 11, 2011.
They found that hypocenters appeared to migrate toward
the MW 9.0 earthquake and proposed the possibility that
these earthquakes were triggered by diffusional propaga-
tion of afterslip from the MW 7.3 foreshock. Referring to
the hypocenters determined by the JMA, the foreshock
activity of the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake may have
started at least in the middle of February 2011 (Hirose
et al. 2011). Kato et al. (2012) applied a matched-filter



Fig. 2 Seismicity in and around the Tanzawa Mountains from 2000 to 2012 for M ≥ 2 earthquakes that were detected by the Japan
Meteorological Agency. Earthquakes shallower than 50 km are plotted with a color scale indicating the hypocentral depth. The focal
mechanism of the largest earthquake (M5.4) of the cluster activity in January 2012 is also plotted
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technique (e.g., Shelly et al. 2007) for continuous seismo-
grams and found more than 1000 undetected earthquakes
between February 13 and March 11, 2011, when the 2011
MW 9.0 Tohoku-oki earthquake took place. Based on a
space-time diagram of all the detected earthquakes,
they identified two distinct sequences of earthquake
migration toward the hypocenter of the 2011 MW 9.0
Tohoku-oki earthquake in the direction parallel to the
trench axis; one was from the middle to the end of
February and the other occurred between March 9
and 11, similar to the results of Ando and Imanishi
(2011). They concluded that it was most plausible that
these migration sequences were due to the propaga-
tion of slow slips.
The stress drop is another important source param-

eter that is indicative of the difference between the ini-
tial and residual stress levels. Stress drops of small and
large earthquakes have been estimated to investigate
the self-similarity of earthquakes (e.g., Abercrombie
1995; Kanamori and Anderson 1975; Prieto et al. 2004;
Yamada et al. 2007). Recently, Yoshimitsu et al.
(2014) investigated acoustic emission (AE) events of a
rock fracture experiment under seismogenic pressure
conditions and pointed out that the AE events with
magnitudes down to −8 satisfied the proportionality
between the seismic moment and the corner frequency to
the third power, or the constant stress drop. Another
aspect of the stress drop analysis is the spatiotemporal
heterogeneity of stress and strength. The initial stress
should be equal to the strength at the hypocenter, where
the rupture starts, so stress drops of small earthquakes
can be a good indicator for the spatial distribution of the
difference between the strength and the dynamic stress
level (Yamada et al. 2010).
Allmann and Shearer (2007) analyzed stress drops of

small earthquakes near Parkfield, California, and investi-
gated the relationships of their spatial and temporal
variations to the source area of the 2004 Parkfield earth-
quake. They found that stress drops of small earthquakes
around the 2004 Parkfield earthquake had large values.
At an even finer scale, Yamada et al. (2010) analyzed
stress drops of small earthquakes that occurred on the
fault plane of the Kiholo Bay earthquake (MW 6.7) and
compared the values to the slip distribution of the
earthquake. They found that small earthquakes around
large slip patches of the main shock were likely to have
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Fig. 3 a Seismicity in the Tanzawa Mountains from 2000 to 2012 (M≥ 2) as a function of time. Earthquakes with latitudes from 35.4° N to 35.6° N,
longitudes from 138.9° E to 139.1° E, and depths shallower than 50 km are plotted. b Map view of the seismicity. The size and color of the symbols
indicate the magnitude and depth of the earthquakes, respectively. Cross sections of the seismicity in the square are shown in (c). c Cross section of
the seismicity with strikes of N135° E and N45° E. Red symbols show hypocenters of earthquakes that occurred within 50 h after the first
earthquake of the cluster activity at 22:39 UT on January 27, 2012
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larger stress drops. They concluded that the spatial
pattern of the stress drop reflects coherent variations in
the difference between the strength and the residual
stress level. Oth (2013) estimated stress drops of earth-
quakes in Japan and concluded that the values were
strongly correlated with heat flow variations, thus
suggesting that lower shear strengths are present in the
geothermal area.
Most previous studies have suggested that earthquakes

associated with water-injection experiments and reser-
voirs have smaller stress drops than natural ones, but
this is not always the case. Goertz-Allmann et al. (2011)
analyzed stress drops of earthquakes induced by a water-
injection experiment into a borehole and obtained a
clear increase in the stress drop as a function of distance
from the injection point, thus suggesting that the stress
drop correlates with pore pressure perturbations due to
the injection. Tomic et al. (2009) estimated stress drops
of reservoir-induced earthquakes with M ≤ 2.1 and
concluded that the values were similar to those of
natural earthquakes. They speculated that the reservoir-
induced earthquakes they had analyzed were intra-
plate earthquakes in the fresh rock and these showed
higher stress drops than the values of other fluid-
induced earthquakes.

Data and Methods
In this paper, we analyzed hypocenter migration and
stress drops associated with the cluster activity beneath
the Tanzawa Mountains in January 2012 and investigated
what caused the activity.

Hypocenter relocation of the cluster activity
A cluster of earthquake activity took place beneath the
Tanzawa Mountains at a depth of 20 km during the end
of January 2012. The JMA determined the hypocenters
of earthquakes with magnitudes down to −1, which
included 78 earthquakes with magnitudes of 2.0 and
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greater; these occurred in the area within 50 h after the
first M4.9 earthquake struck at 22:39 UT on January 27.
Five of them had magnitudes greater than 4.0, and the
largest one was a M5.4 earthquake.
We relocated the hypocenters by using the double-

difference (DD) relocation method (Waldhauser and
Ellsworth 2000) following Yukutake et al. (2012). We
first used the one-dimensional velocity structure in the
Tanzawa Mountains as estimated by Hiraga (1987) and
determined the initial hypocenters for the DD relocation.
We also used seismograms at Hi-net stations operated
by the National Research Institute for Earth Science and
Disaster Prevention, Japan (NIED), as well as station data
from the Hot Spring Research Institute of Kanagawa
Prefecture, the Univ. of Tokyo, and the JMA. Further-
more, we used data from the seismograph network called
MeSO-net (Hirata et al. 2009; Sakai and Hirata 2009),
which was developed in 2007 under the “Special Project
for Earthquake Disaster Mitigation in the Tokyo
Metropolitan Area.” Stations used for the relocation
are shown in Fig. 1. We then carried out the DD
relocation by using manually picked P- and S-wave
arrival times, as well as the differential ones obtained
by the waveform cross-correlation analysis. The cor-
relation measurements were conducted by using the
velocity waveforms with a time window of 0.75 s and
with a band-passed filter from 3 to 20 Hz. We
excluded differential arrival time data with normalized
cross-correlation coefficients of less than 0.80 from
the DD analysis.
We used 54,047 manually picked and 37,301 cross-

correlated pairs of differential arrival times for P waves in
the hypocenter relocation. For S waves, there were 47,823
and 31,630 pairs of manually picked and cross-correlated
data, respectively. By using both the manually picked and
cross-correlation data, we relocated 218 earthquakes
down to M0.6 (53 earthquakes with M ≥ 2.0) during the
2 weeks after the first earthquake of the cluster activity on
January 27, 2012 at 22:39 UT.
In order to assess the uncertainty of the hypocenter

location, we applied the bootstrap resampling method
(Shearer 1997; Waldhauser and Ellsworth 2000) to all
the relocated earthquakes. Once the hypocenters were
relocated, we could obtain the travel-time residuals of P
and S waves for each pair of stations. The average values
and standard deviations of double-difference residuals
were 4.91 ± 4.32 ms and 6.27 ± 5.34 ms for P and S
waves, respectively. We then created synthetic data by
picking up the residuals randomly and adding them to
the synthetic travel-time data. We relocated all the
earthquakes by using the synthetic data and investigated
shifts in the locations from the hypocenters estimated by
the real data set. This procedure was repeated 200 times.
The relative location error of hypocenters was defined
as twice the standard deviation (2σ) for the location
shifts from the hypocenters estimated by the real data
set. The errors were estimated as 0.022, 0.018, and
0.030 km in the east–west, north–south, and up–down
directions, respectively.

Stress drop analysis
If an earthquake is caused by the dislocation on a circu-
lar fault with a radius r, the static stress drop Δσ of an
earthquake with seismic moment M0 can be written, as
described in Eshelby (1957), as

Δσ ¼ 7
16

M0

r3
: ð1Þ

We can calculate the stress drop following Madariaga
(1976) as

ΔσP ¼ 7
16

M0
f PC

0:32V S

� �3

; ð2Þ

ΔσS ¼ 7
16

M0
f SC

0:21V S

� �3

; ð3Þ

where f PC and f SC are corner frequencies of P and S
waves, respectively. We will refer to ΔσP and ΔσS in Eqs.
(2) and (3) as stress drops in this study. The model of
Madariaga (1976) assumes that the rupture speed is
90 % of the shear wave velocity, and this is generally
consistent with the rupture speeds of large and small
earthquakes (e.g., Imanishi et al. 2004; Ishii et al. 2005;
Wald and Heaton 1994; Yamada et al. 2005). Thus, we
used the model of Madariaga (1976) for estimating the
stress drops of the small earthquakes in this study. We
should note that the estimated stress drops by the model
of Madariaga (1976) are 5.6 times larger than the values
estimated by the model of Brune (1970). To avoid confu-
sion, we emphasize again that we call the values of stress
drop calculated by the model of Madariaga (1976) stress
drops in this paper.
We analyzed stress drops of 16 earthquakes (3.5 ≤

M ≤ 5.4) that occurred between 2003 and 2012 in the
Tanzawa Mountains. Six out of the 16 earthquakes
were included in the cluster activity during January
2012. Eight and the remaining two of the 16 earth-
quakes occurred prior to and after the cluster activity,
respectively (Table 1). The detailed procedure used
for the analysis was as follows.
We used earthquakes with 3.0 ≤M ≤ 3.2 closest to

analyzed earthquakes as individual empirical Green’s
functions (EGFs); we deconvolved the waveforms of
vertical (P) and two horizontal (S) components with the
EGF waveforms at each station by using three moving
windows (Imanishi and Ellsworth 2006), namely, −0.50
to 4.61 s, 0.78 to 5.89 s, and 2.06 to 7.17 s after the P or



Table 1 Stress drops for the 16 earthquakes that were analyzed in this study

Origin time (UT) Lat. (N) Lon. (E) Dep. (km) MW Stress drop (MPa)a

20030711 0523 35.501 139.099 21.1 4.1 102 (3.36–3120) 34.0 (1.63–710)

20030711 1731 35.500 139.099 21.7 4.1 99.1 (6.12–1600) 42.2 (1.31–1360)

20041108 1848 35.490 138.980 26.6 4.1 6.54 (0.317–135) 20.6 (1.33–320)

20050412 0409 35.493 138.957 24.5 4.1 37.7 (12.5–114) 42.3 (1.35–1320)

20050731 0553 35.553 138.961 22.4 4.4 11.6 (6.62–20.5) 50.0 (6.98–358)

20080715 1323 35.528 138.988 21.4 4.3 – 18.8 (6.24–56.9)

20090715 2019 35.420 139.006 15.7 4.2 – 114 (15.4–839)

20110130 2303 35.543 138.944 25.1 3.5 0.787 (0.00383–162) 0.510 (0.00740–35.1)

20120127 2239 35.492 138.979 17.8 4.9 20.4 (1.86–223) 63.6 (8.89–455)

20120127 2243 35.489 138.977 18.2 5.4 8.24 (4.00–17.0) 41.2 (6.40–265)

20120127 2245 35.488 138.973 19.7 3.8 0.215 (0.00333–13.9) 0.202 (0.0189–2.16)

20120127 2246 35.478 138.980 20.8 4.2 2.92 (0.292–29.2) 7.71 (1.86–32.0)

20120127 2304 35.497 138.980 17.9 4.2 1.84 (0.415–8.20) 2.67 (1.07–6.63)

20120129 0746 35.538 138.985 20.9 4.7 – 37.4 (8.15–172)

20120212 0151 35.481 138.950 19.4 3.6 2.92 (0.0606–141) 28.1 (0.624–1260)

20120623 1441 35.492 138.970 18.9 3.5 19.1 (3.96–91.7) 20.0 (0.646–620)
aLeft and right values show stress drops estimated by P and S waves, respectively. Values in parentheses indicate the ranges for two standard deviations.
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S arrivals. Each time window contained 512 data points.
It is generally preferable that the analyzed and EGF
earthquakes are different in magnitude by more than 1
magnitude unit for estimating a reliable corner fre-
quency. However, the use of smaller earthquakes as
Green’s functions limits the availability of stations be-
cause of the poor signal-to-noise ratio of waveforms.
This is why we used earthquakes with 3.0 ≤M ≤ 3.2 as
EGFs. We confirmed that the fit of synthetic spectral ra-
tios to the observed ones was fair and that the estimated
corner frequencies would be robust even for earthquakes
with M values smaller than 4.0.
Following Boatwright (1978), we then approximated

the deconvolved velocity amplitude spectra _uC
r fð Þ�� �� as

_uC
r fð Þ�� ��≈RC

r M
C
0r

1þ f =f C0E
� �4

1þ f =f C0A
� �4

( )1=2

; ð4Þ

where RC
r and MC

0r are ratios of the analyzed and EGF
earthquakes on the radiation pattern coefficient and
the seismic moment, respectively, and C indicates the
wave types, which are either P or S. The value of RC

r
is 1 if focal mechanisms and hypocenters of the
analyzed and EGF earthquakes are exactly the same.
Subscripts A and E for the corner frequency f C0 indi-
cate the analyzed and EGF earthquakes, respectively.
Following Yamada et al. (2007, 2010), we took the
logarithm of Eq. (4),

ln _uC
r fð Þ�� ��≈ɡ f ; f C0A; f

C
0E

� �
; ð5Þ
ɡ f ; f C0A; f
C
0E

� � ¼ ln RC
r M

C
0r

� �
−
1
2
ln 1þ f =f C0A

� �4� �
þ 1
2
ln 1þ f =f C0E

� �4� �
;

ð6Þ

and found values of RC
r M

C
0r , f

C
0A , and f C0E for each station

by a grid search that gave the minimum residual

res ¼
X
i

ln _uC
r f ið Þ−ɡ f ; f C0A; f

C
0E

� �	 
2
σ2i

; ð7Þ

where σi is the standard deviation for each data point
calculated in resampling the spectrum. More than five
stations were available for all the 16 earthquakes for the
estimation of corner frequencies. Figure 4 helps to illus-
trate the procedures used so far, and it shows S wave-
forms of an analyzed earthquake and EGF at one station
and the deconvolved spectra for three time windows.
We finally calculated stress drops from the corner
frequencies, assuming that M is equivalent to the
moment magnitude MW. We obtained a stress drop for
each earthquake as the average value of estimated stress
drops at all the stations. Seismic moment M0 in newton
meters (Nm) can be calculated from MW by the equation
(Hanks and Kanamori 1979): logM0 = 1.5 MW + 9.1.

Results
Hypocenter migration
Figure 5 shows the hypocenters of the cluster activity in
January 2012 that were relocated by the double-
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difference relocation method with the waveform cross-
correlation (Yukutake et al. 2012) as well as the original
ones determined by the JMA. Color indicates the elapsed
time of earthquakes from the first earthquake (MW 4.9).
The focal mechanisms of the largest four earthquakes
(4.4 ≤MW ≤ 5.4) identified by NIED are also shown in
Fig. 5. The largest earthquake of the cluster activity (MW

5.4) occurred 4 min after the first one. We can clearly
see that earthquakes of the cluster activity took place on
a south-east dipping plane, which is consistent with a
nodal plane of the largest earthquake. We also found
that the earthquakes showed migration patterns from
the first earthquake.
It is true that the width of the south-east dipping

“cloud” of relocated hypocenters looks wider than the
errors of the hypocenter determinations estimated in
“Hypocenter relocation of the cluster activity”. One
possibility would be that the errors were underestimated.
Another possibility is that the earthquakes took place on
a couple of parallel planes (e.g., Naoi et al. 2015). Unfor-
tunately, it is quite difficult to investigate which would
be the most plausible explanation from our results.
In order to discuss the hypocenter migration, we plot-

ted the relationship between the elapsed time and the
distance from the first earthquake of the cluster activity
in Fig. 6. This figure confirms that earthquakes migrated
from the first earthquake associated with the cluster
activity. For an elapsed time of less than 1.0 h, the
migration followed a parabolic line with a diffusivity D
of 5.0 × 102 m2 s−1, which has been defined by Biot
(1962) and Shapiro et al. (1997) as

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πDt

p
; ð8Þ

where r and t are the distance and time from the origin,
respectively. This value of diffusivity is also consistent
with the migration of non-volcanic deep tremors in
western Shikoku, south-west Japan (Ide 2010), for which
fluid likely plays an important role. Here, we have to
note that Ide (2010) reported that the migration
followed a curve with a constant diffusion coefficient �d
of 104 m2 s−1, which was defined as πr2 ¼ �dt , where r
and t denote the distance and duration of the migration,
respectively. If we express the curve with the diffusivity
D, the value is 2.5 × 102 m2 s−1, and this is of the same
order of migration as the first hour of the cluster
activity. We can also see that the seismicity for elapsed
times larger than an hour shows migrations with rates
of 1 to 3 km a day. This is of the same order as the
migration rate for water-injection experiments (e.g.,
Shapiro et al. 1997; Tadokoro et al. 2000) with a diffu-
sivity of 1.0 m2 s−1, which is shown as a blue line in
Fig. 6. These two features suggest that fluid played an
important role in the cluster activity.
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Small stress drop
Seismic stations used for the stress drop analysis and
epicenters of the 16 analyzed earthquakes are shown in
Fig. 7. This figure indicates that we had good azimuthal
coverage, which is crucial for obtaining reliable values of
stress drop estimated from direct waves. Stress drops of
the 16 earthquakes are shown in Table 1. Values of stress
drop ranged from 0.20 to 114 MPa, and most earth-
quakes had values around 30 MPa (5.4 MPa if we use
the model of Brune (1970)), which is consistent with
previous studies on stress drops of earthquakes for a
large range of seismic magnitudes (e.g., Abercrombie
1995; Kanamori and Anderson 1975). Values of the
stress drop from P waves for three earthquakes could
not be calculated because the spectral ratios of P waves
for the earthquakes were unavailable as a result of the
limited data on P-wave arrival times for EGF earth-
quakes. Discrepancy in the values from P and S waves
would mainly come from the precision in estimating
corner frequencies of P and S waves. Because the stress
drop is proportional to the estimated corner frequency
to the third power, as seen in Eqs. (2) and (3), uncertain-
ties would be inevitably amplified. Figure 8 shows the
values of stress drop as a function of time, with standard
deviations for the calculated average values (see “Stress
drop analysis”). It is important to emphasize here that
estimated values of stress drop showed no temporal
change except for the earthquakes involved in the cluster
activity, despite the difficulty of the analysis as explained
above. We found that three out of the six earthquakes
associated with the cluster activity in January 2012 had
smaller stress drops by an order of magnitude than the
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values of earthquakes that occurred in the same area
before and after the activity. Average values of the stress
drop are listed in Table 2 for the earthquakes during the
2012 cluster activity and the others before and after the
activity. We carried out t tests for these values and
confirmed that the temporal change was statistically
significant within the 95 % confidence level. Figure 9
shows a map view of the estimated stress drops. We can
clearly see that earthquakes with a larger stress drop
took place in the vicinity of the cluster activity, thus
suggesting that the temporal change in Fig. 8 was not an
apparent change due to the spatial difference of hypocen-
ters but an actual temporal change in stress drop.
One explanation for the observed temporal change of

stress drop is that fluid could have raised the pore pres-
sure and decreased the shear strength of the fault, and
this triggered earthquakes with a small stress drop.
Figure 10 shows the calculated stress drops as a func-

tion of seismic moment. As the smaller earthquakes
tended to have corner frequencies close to the Nyquist
one, the results might include an artifact whereby the
estimated stress drops for smaller earthquakes tended to
decrease because of the limited frequency band availabil-
ity. However, Fig. 10 clearly rules out this possibility in
our study and suggests that the estimated small stress
drops of the cluster activity did not come from an
artifact due to the frequency band availability.
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Discussion
We found that the cluster activity in the Tanzawa
Mountains during January 2012 showed hypocenter
migration and the activity included earthquakes with
a low stress drop. We first show that the migration
was not an artificial one, but a real migration, and
this was done through a numerical simulation; a
discussion regarding the possibility of static/dynamic
triggering is presented in “Hypocenter migration of
the cluster activity”. We then conclude in “What
caused the temporal change in the stress drop?” that
the activity was due to a reduction of shear strength
associated with a slow slip and an increase of pore
pressure after discussing several candidate mecha-
nisms. The spatiotemporal distribution of the stress
drop also supports our conclusion, which is discussed
in “Variety of estimated stress drops for earthquakes
involved in the 2012 cluster activity”. Finally, we
discuss the relationship of our results to the tectonics
and velocity structure in the Tanzawa Mountains in
“Relationship to the tectonics and velocity structure
in the Tanzawa Mountains”.
Table 2 Average values of the stress drop

A

The cluster activity in January, 2012 2

(1

Before and after the cluster activity 1

(7
aValues in the left and right columns show stress drops estimated by P and S wave
calculating the average stress drops (see Table 1). Values in parentheses indicate th
Hypocenter migration of the cluster activity
Numerical test
As shown in Fig. 6, we characterized the hypocenter mi-
gration of the cluster activity in the Tanzawa Mountains
at the end of January 2012. There was, however, the
possibility that the observed migration was an artifact of
the data. In order to investigate this possibility, we
carried out a numerical test of the hypocenter migration.
We relocated 218 earthquakes including 53 earth-

quakes with M ≥ 2.0 in the study area that had occurred
within 50 h of the first one (M4.9) associated with the
cluster activity. Taking this into account, we fixed the
first earthquake at the center of a plane and plotted 52
synthetic hypocenters on the plane at random locations
in space. We then calculated distances from the first
earthquake to individual hypocenters and investigated
whether we observed pseudo hypocenter migration. We
set the origin times of the synthetic hypocenters to the
same times as the actual ones.
For a quantitative analysis, we divided the 50 h into

eight time windows; one from 0 to 0.1 h and seven time
windows from 0.1 to 50 h with equal durations on a
verage values of stress drop (MPa)a

.87 [5 eqs.] 8.61 [6 eqs.]

.33–6.20) (3.52–21.1)

3.7 [8 eqs.] 22.8 [10 eqs.]

.53–25.1) (14.5–30.0)

s, respectively. Values in brackets indicate the numbers of earthquakes used for
e ranges for two standard errors
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logarithmic scale. We then selected earthquakes with the
longest distance in each time window and calculated the
migration speed between the earthquakes in the
successive time windows. As we had eight time
windows, we obtained seven migration speeds. When
we obtained more than four positive values out of the
seven values, we defined it as “the migration was
detected”. For the actual cluster activity in January
2012, all of the seven values were positive. We carried
out this numerical test 50,000 times and investigated
the frequency of false migrations.
Figure 11 shows two examples of origin times and

the distances of 52 synthetic hypocenters. We ob-
served apparent migrations as in Fig. 11b 1761 times
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out of the 50,000 runs, which corresponds to 3.52 %.
We concluded that the observed migration was statis-
tically significant at the 95 % confidence level.

Migration or static/dynamic triggering
Although the synthetic simulation showed that the
observed migration was not artificial, we will discuss
here the possibility of static/dynamic triggering.
Figure 12 shows the relationship between the elapsed

time and the distance from the first earthquake of the clus-
ter activity, the same as Fig. 6, with estimated stress drops
and orange vertical bars indicating the source radii of earth-
quakes obtained by the values of stress drops. For earth-
quakes without estimated values of stress drop, we assumed
that the value was 8.61 MPa, which is the averaged value of
the stress drop for earthquakes of the cluster activity.
When an earthquake takes place, shear stress will be

concentrated at the edge of the fault plane, and then,
successive earthquake activity will sometimes be trig-
gered. Another possibility is that earthquakes can be
dynamically triggered by the propagation of the seismic
wave (e.g., Felzer and Brodsky 2006) and by indirect
effects such as elevated pore pressure due to the passing
Rayleigh wave (e.g., Hill et al. 1993). Figure 12 indicates
that the cluster activity in January 2012 contained earth-
quakes far from fault planes of large (M~5) earthquakes
compared to their source sizes. In addition, the activity
showed continuous migration at least within the first
40 h. Although the observed migration would be difficult
to explain only by the stress accumulation such as that
caused by static triggering and direct dynamic triggering
due to the passage of the seismic wave, our results
suggest that the reduction of shear strength, including
indirect dynamic triggering due to elevated pore pres-
sure associated with the passage of seismic waves, played
an important role in the cluster activity.

What caused the temporal change in the stress drop?
We found that three out of six earthquakes associated
with the cluster activity in January 2012 had smaller
values of stress drop (Table 1 and Fig. 8). We also
found that the activity showed hypocenter migration
consistent with a migration speed of deep non-
volcanic tremors for the elapsed time of less than 1 h
and with a speed of fluid-induced earthquakes for
times later than 1 h (Figs. 6 and 12). These results are
consistent with the decrease of shear strength due to
fluid diffusion and a slow slip, for which fluid is sig-
nificant for the generation (e.g., Suzuki and Yamashita
2010). However, it would be premature to insist at this
moment that the activity was definitely triggered by
fluid because there are other candidate mechanisms
that could account for our results. Here, we discuss
the other possibilities quantitatively, including changes
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in the rupture speed, attenuation, and rigidity, and
show that it is plausible that a slow slip and an
increase of pore pressure due to fluid played the most
important roles in the cluster activity for the first hour
and the successive times, respectively.
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Hirose et al. 1999; Ito et al. 2006; Obara 2002); this
suggests that they have small stress drops. Ide et al.
(2007) showed that these slow earthquakes are different
manifestations of the same phenomena and follow a
unified scaling relationship. Although the rate- and
state-dependent friction law can account for the propa-
gation of a slow slip without fluid (Liu and Rice 2005), it
would be natural that slow slips are associated with fluid,
as suggested by the existence of fluid on the plate
interface (Kato et al. 2010; Kodaira et al. 2004; Shelly
et al. 2006) where tremors and slow slip events are
observed.
Kato and Obara (2014) observed migration of after-

shocks following the 2007 Noto-Hanto earthquake. They
concluded that the expansion of the aftershock area was
driven mainly by aseismic afterslip. Taking these previ-
ous studies into account, the most plausible possibility
for the observed migration and small stress drops during
the 2012 cluster activity in the Tanzawa Mountains is
that they were triggered by a slow slip associated with
fluid activity that produced a decrease in the shear
strength. This hypothesis is also supported quantitatively
by the diffusivity for the first hour of the cluster activity.
As briefly discussed in “Hypocenter migration”, we
obtained a diffusivity D of 5.0 × 102 m2 s−1 for the first
hour of the cluster activity. This value is consistent with
that for the migration of non-volcanic deep tremors (Ide
2010), which suggests that a slow slip on the extension
for fault planes of earthquakes with an elapsed time of
less than 0.1 h may have played an important role in the
cluster activity for the first hour. Unfortunately, the
spatial scale of the cluster activity indicates that the slow
slip had a dimension of a few kilometers at the depth of
20 km, thus suggesting that it would be difficult to
detect at the surface.
On the other hand, decreased effective normal stress

due to fluid without the contribution of a slow slip likely
played the most important role for the activity with
elapsed times larger than 1 h. Importantly, the data
showed that the observed speed of migration was
consistent with the speed of fluid diffusion and fluid-
induced earthquakes.
Talwani et al. (2007) compiled studies on the seismo-

genic permeability of triggered earthquakes associated
with reservoir water level fluctuations, injection of
high-pressure fluids in deep boreholes, and seasonal
groundwater recharges. They concluded that the value
of diffusivity D, which is defined as shown in Eq. (8),
ranged from 0.03 to 3 m2 s−1. This is consistent with the
migration speed of the cluster activity in the Tanzawa
Mountains during January 2012 for the elapsed times that
were larger than 1 h. Note that the value is two orders of
magnitudes smaller than the migration speed of non-
volcanic deep tremors.
The discussion above suggests that the cluster activity
was triggered by a decrease in the shear strength on the
fault planes. For the elapsed time of less than 1 h, a slow
slip, rather than only fluid diffusion, likely played an
important role in the cluster activity. The successive
activity could have been triggered mainly by the decrease
of the shear strength due to the increase of the pore
pressure associated with the fluid diffusion. Although
the above scenario is supported quantitatively by the
diffusivity, indirect dynamic triggering may have also
played an important role in the reduction of the shear
strength, such as through elevated pore pressures and
successive fluid diffusion due to Rayleigh waves of larger
earthquakes in the 2012 cluster activity; this could have
resulted in an overestimated diffusivity at the early stage.
Even if this was the case, our conclusion does not change
that the reduction of shear strength played the most
important role in the cluster activity.

Rupture speed
As noted in “Stress drop analysis”, stress drop for a
circular fault can be estimated from Eq. (1). Since actual
fault sizes of small earthquakes are unknown in most
cases, we usually estimate the fault dimension from
the observed corner frequency. Models of Brune
(1970) and Madariaga (1976) are commonly used (see
Eqs. (2) and (3)). The largest difference of the two models
is the assumed rupture speed, whereby the former uses
the infinite rupture speed and the latter employs 90 % of
the shear wave velocity. An estimated value of stress drop
is proportional to an observed corner frequency to the
third power for both models.
Here, we consider a situation where two earthquakes X

and Y have the same stress drops but the rupture speed of
earthquake X is half of the value of earthquake Y. As the
stress drop analysis from the observed corner frequencies
usually assumes that the rupture speeds of earthquakes
are the same, the fault dimension of earthquake X is over-
estimated, thus resulting in an estimated stress drop for
earthquake X that is an order of magnitude smaller than
the actual one and the value of earthquake Y. This shows
that if the rupture speeds of earthquakes associated with
the cluster activity were half of the speeds of the other
earthquakes, calculated values of the stress drop could
have been an order of magnitude smaller than the actual
values because of the overestimated fault size.
We may not be able to strongly deny the possibility that

earthquakes involved in the cluster activity had extremely
slow rupture speeds and the observed temporal change in
the stress drop, which changed by an order of magnitude,
was an artifact. This possibility, however, is very unlikely
because the rupture speeds of small earthquakes would
not be extremely slow and they would not vary signifi-
cantly (e.g., Yamada et al. 2005).
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Slip velocity on a fault
It is well known that dynamic friction is strongly related
to the slip velocity around 1 m s−1 (Di Toro et al. 2011),
which is a common value for the slip rate of an earth-
quake rupture. If earthquakes of the cluster activity had
a slow slip velocity, the dynamic stress level would have
been high during the rupture and observed small stress
drops could be explained even though there was no
temporal change in the shear strength. As the hypocen-
ters of the earthquakes of which the stress drops were
analyzed were close to each other, this possibility
suggests that earthquakes involved in the cluster activity
had small slip rates under no difference in conditions of
stress and friction. This is unlikely to be the case.

Strong spatial heterogeneity of frictional parameters
If there were extremely strong, fine-scale spatial hetero-
geneities of the frictional parameters in the source area
of the cluster activity, then an apparent temporal change
of the stress drop might have been observed because
such heterogeneity would have been neglected when
calculating the seismic moments of earthquakes. Judging
from the stability of the estimated stress drop before and
after the cluster activity (Fig. 8) and spatial distribution
of stress drops as shown in Fig. 9, this would be quite
unlikely to be the main reason that accounts for our
results; this was also discussed in “Small stress drop”.

Temporal change in the rigidity and attenuation
To account for our results in terms of the temporal
change of rigidity, it should have become 10 times larger
only during the cluster activity and returned to the
original value immediately after the activity. This would
have been impossible.
Another possibility is that the observed temporal

change of stress drop was due to the temporal change of
attenuation. If this was the case, attenuation should have
changed dramatically over the whole ray path and this
would have decreased the observed corner frequency by
half. In addition, the changed attenuation should have
come back to the original one immediately after the
cluster activity. This was also hardly the case.
As a result, it is most plausible that the decrease of the

shear strength due to fluid associated with a slow slip
played the most important role in the cluster activity.
Importantly, the increase of pore pressure can quantita-
tively account for both the observed temporal change in
the stress drop and the migration of the hypocenters.

Variety of estimated stress drops for earthquakes
involved in the 2012 cluster activity
Although the cluster activity included earthquakes with
a small stress drop, not all the earthquakes had smaller
values compared to the earthquakes before and after the
cluster activity in January 2012 (Fig. 8). Referring to
Table 1, earthquakes during the cluster activity with
magnitudes of 4.9, 5.4, and 4.7 had values of stress drop
similar to those of earthquakes that occurred before the
cluster activity. Figures 6 and 12 suggest that these three
earthquakes occurred at the migration front of the clus-
ter activity. These results can be explained as follows.
Earthquake rupture initiates when and where the shear

stress is equal to the shear strength, and it will be mainly
controlled by two effects, namely, the stress accumula-
tion and the strength reduction. The former effect will
be dominant for most earthquakes, but some earth-
quakes are triggered by the latter effect. As the stress
drop represents the difference of shear stress before and
after the earthquake and is a proxy of the difference
between the shear strength and the dynamic stress level
(Yamada et al. 2010), earthquakes caused by the latter
effect will have smaller stress drops. Here, we assume
that the increase of pore pressure triggers an earthquake
at the migration front of the fluid. The rupture can
expand because of the stress concentration at the crack
tip in the direction where the pore pressure has not been
raised. In this case, the shear strength has not been
reduced by the increased pore pressure on most parts of
the fault plane. Because the stress drop of the earth-
quake is calculated as a representative value over the
fault plane, the estimated stress drop could almost be
the same as if there is no reduction in the shear
strength. On the other hand, an earthquake that is trig-
gered in an area with abundant fluid around the source
area will show a smaller value of stress drop because the
shear strength will be decreased anywhere on the fault
plane by the increase of pore pressure. The three earth-
quakes with magnitudes of 4.9, 5.4, and 4.7 that oc-
curred at the migration front of the cluster activity could
have been triggered under the first situation explained
above as they have values of stress drop similar to those
of earthquakes that occurred before the cluster activity.
An earthquake on January 30, 2011 that occurred a year

before the 2012 cluster activity also had a small stress
drop. Though the reason is unclear, one possibility would
be that the estimated stress drop of the earthquake was
the least robust among the analyzed earthquakes because
the earthquake had the largest standard deviation of esti-
mated stress drop, which was calculated from individual
corner frequencies of waveforms observed by the individ-
ual components of stations.
Stress drops of small earthquakes reflect the difference

of the shear strength and the dynamic stress level. As
the slip velocity of earthquakes, except for slow slips, is
on the order of 1 m s−1, the dynamic stress level could
also be of the same order of magnitude (Di Toro et al.
2011). This suggests that the spatial distribution of stress
drops can give us the distribution of the shear strength
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as mentioned by Yamada et al. (2010). Precise analysis of
the stress drop can therefore provide important informa-
tion on the earthquake dynamics and the physical prop-
erties of seismogenic regions.

Relationship to the tectonics and velocity structure in the
Tanzawa Mountains
As mentioned in the “Background”, several tectonic
faults have developed in response to the collision in the
Tanzawa Mountains. The cluster activity of 2012 seems
to have occurred on a plane dipping to the SE with a
NE-SW strike (Fig. 5), and the source area was located
in the deeper extension of the SE-dipping Sone Hills
faults (Arai et al. 2013). This is also consistent with the
tectonic characteristics of this region.
Nakamichi et al. (2007) determined the three-

dimensional velocity structures of Mt. Fuji and the
South Fossa Magna, including the Tanzawa Moun-
tains. Their results show that the VP/VS ratio is high
in the source region of the cluster activity, but veloci-
ties of P and S waves are not low. It is worth noting
that their results for velocity are close to the value of
gabbro, which includes little hydrous minerals. Aizawa
et al. (2004) analyzed the resistivity of the region. They
found areas with a low resistivity south-west of and
beneath Mt. Fuji, but a notable low resistivity area was
not detected beneath the Tanzawa Mountains. These
results suggest that there would have been little fluid
in the source area of the cluster activity. Arai et al.
(2014) reached a similar conclusion from tectonic and
mineralogical analyses.
Our results are consistent with these previous studies. If

there are a lot of cracks filled with fluid in the source area
of the cluster activity, earthquakes in the area should have
stably small values of stress drop over time. However, Fig. 8
shows that earthquakes before and after the cluster activ-
ity had consistent values of stress drop and only the clus-
ter activity included earthquakes with smaller stress drops.
This result suggests that the source region was under a
dry condition and a sudden increase of pore pressure with
a slow slip may have caused the cluster activity.
If the increase of pore pressure really took place, fluid

incursion would have preceded the event. Although the
origin of fluid is unclear, one possibility is that there is a
little fluid in a closed system beneath the Tanzawa
Mountains that is undetectable by structural observa-
tions. Abe et al. (2011) found a velocity boundary dip-
ping in the south-east direction from the source region
of the cluster activity to the Philippine Sea plate by
stacking scattered teleseismic waves. Hypocenters of the
cluster activity seem to lie on this boundary. This
boundary might provide a way for episodic fluid incur-
sion, though there would not have been abundant fluid
steadily in the source area of the cluster activity as
suggested by our results as well as those of the velocity
tomography and resistivity studies.

Conclusions
A cluster of earthquake activity took place beneath the
Tanzawa Mountains at a depth of 20 km during the end
of January 2012. We relocated the hypocenters by using
the double-difference method and found their migration
away from the first earthquake of the cluster activity. The
migration was consistent with fluid diffusion and had a
similar speed to that of non-volcanic tremors during the
first hour and to activity induced by water-injection exper-
iments during the successive times. We then analyzed the
stress drops of 16 earthquakes of M3.5 and greater that
occurred from July 2003 to June 2012 in the area of the
cluster activity. Earthquakes that occurred before and after
the cluster activity had typical values of stress drop. This
is consistent with structural studies indicating the exist-
ence of little fluid in the region. On the other hand, the
cluster activity included earthquakes with significantly
small stress drops. A hypothesis that the cluster activity
was triggered by fluid, probably associated with a slow slip
for the first hour, was put forward to explain both the
migration of hypocenters and small stress drops of the
cluster activity. This hypothesis was also supported by the
fact that earthquakes before and after the cluster activity
had similar values of stress drop, thus suggesting that the
activity was triggered by a different mechanism from the
other earthquakes in the same region. Although the origin
of fluid is unclear, there may be a little fluid in a closed
system beneath the Tanzawa Mountains that is undetect-
able by structural observations.
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